WINE LIST

WHITE
ESENCIA DE FONTANA, VERDEJO

125ML

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

£4.4

£5.4

£6.4

£19

£4.6

£5.6

£7.3

£22

£4.9

£5.9

£8

£24

£5.2

£6.2

£8.3

£25

£5.9

£6.9

£9.2

£27

2016/17, Uclés, Spain
Aromatic nose with notes of freshly cut hay, citrus and fennel.
Light-bodied, but with excellent fruit concentration. Slightly
mineral with a crisp, dry finish. (2) 12.50% vol

MIOPASSO PINOT GRIGIO
2016/17, Sicily, Italy
Lemony-yellow in colour with brilliant glints, a captivating, fresh
and lively taste with hints of acacia honey, pear and ripe apple.
(2) 13.00% vol

MUSCADET, DE SEVRE ET MAINE,SUR LIE, ‘BLEU’
2016/17, Muscadet de Sèvre et Maine, Loire, France
Traditional, classic Muscadet meets modern day with this quirky
bottle design and colour. Full and nicely balanced on the palate
with a lingering finish. (1) 12.00% vol

CHARDONNAY, LOST WEEKEND, HESKETH
2015/16, South East Australia, South Australia, Australia
Fragrant scents of honeydew melon and fresh peach, with
seamlessly integrated French oak. Crisp notes of nectarine with
toast and brioche flavours on the finish make this an elegant and
well-balanced wine. (2) 13.00% vol

THE CROSSINGS SAUVIGNON BLANC
2017/18, Marlborough, New Zealand
Bright and fresh, it leaps with exotic notes of white peach and
pink grapefruit over a mineral flintiness. Complexity of
gooseberry, passion fruit and taut citrus - just brilliant. (1) 12.5% vo

OVEJA BLANCA DRY MUSCAT, FONTANA

£25

2016/17, Uclés, Spain
Intensely aromatic and expressive, with aromas reminiscent of
lychees, grapefruit and rose petals. Light bodied, very fresh on
the palate, the fruit is perfectly balanced by the crisp acidity and a
dry, mineral finish. (3) 13.0% voll

MAR ADENTRO, GODELLO

£29

2016/17, Monterrei, Spain
Intense nose with floral aromas of orange blossom and lemon.
Fruit aromas of apple and tropical fruits. Bright, clean, transparent
and elegant with a well-balanced acidity. (1) 13.00% vol

LA BATTISTINA GAVI, ARALDICA
2016/17, Piedmont, Italy
Brilliantly bright and fresh with charming poached pear and peach
fruit flavours. Zesty acidity with a hint of minerality on the finish.
(2) 13.00% vol

£29

BOTTLE

MONTAGNAC TERRES ROUGE PICPOUL DE PINET

£30

2018/19, Languedoc, South of France, France
This wine expresses the red clay hills and shows rich and generous
notes of white flowers and garrigue aromas, with stone fruits, zingy
citrus and freshness to top it off! (1) 13.0% vol

..
CRAZY CREATURES GRUNER VELTLINER

£34

2017/18, Palt, Kremstal, Austria
Known for its spicy, herbal and fruity aromas combined with a crisp,
fresh acidity. This wine is perfect for whatever you are up to
- a picnic breakfast, dinner with the family or an evening with friends.
(1) 12.5% vol

SANCERRE DEMAINE NEVEU

£38

2017/18, Sancerre, Loire, France
Classic wine from the historical home of Sauvignon. Not only does it
have an elegant ‘gunflint’ minerality, but the grassy,
gooseberry fruit carries through the citrus richness. (1) 12.5% vol

VIGNERONS DE TERRES SECRETES POUILLY FUISSE

£38

2015/16, Burgundy, France
A well balanced delicate but powerful wine with aromatic complexity
and good ageing potential. Fine aromas of white flowers and citrus
fruit which later evolve into notes of hazelnut, almond, vanilla and
gunflint. (2) 13.0% vol

MEURSAULT 1ER CRU, CHATEAU DE BLAGNY,
LOUIS LATOUR
2014/15, Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France
Lemon colour. Soft, rounded, rich Chardonnay flavours. Plenty of
pure fruit character for those who are not looking for oak flavour and
weight. (2) 13.50% vol

£75

WINE LIST

RED
ESENCIA DE FONTANA, TEMPRANILLO

125ML

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

£4.4

£5.4

£6.4

£19

£4.6

£5.6

£7.3

£22

£5.2

£6.2

£8.3

£25

£5.9

£6.9

£9.2

£27

£6.4

£7.4

£9.8

£29

£8.6

£9.6

£13.2

£39

2016/17, Uclés, Spain
Intense aromas of ripe berry fruit and liquorice. Medium-bodied
with beautiful balance between fruit concentration, fresh acidity
and fine tannins. (B) 13.50% vol

LAROCHE MERLOT
2016/17, Languedoc, South of France, France
Rich Merlot smell. Velvet-textured fruit flavours and a splash of
oak to firm the taste and shape the finish. Absolutely delicious.
(C) 13.50% vol

TERRA ICONIAN, BEAUJOLAIS
2015/16, Beaujolais, France
An abundance of intense berry fruits such as redcurrant,
blackberry and blueberry. A subtle, floral peony fragrance
lingers on the palate and combines with mineral notes and
round, silky tannins to give a balanced glass with a lengthy,
fruity finish. (A) 12.50% vol

WILDERNESS ORGANIC SHIRAZ
2016/17, New South Wales, Australia
This organic Shiraz has ripe, plump layers of juicy red fruits
supported by vanilla, spice and oak with soft yet structured
tannins. (C) 14.0% vol

CAMELEON MALBEC
2018/19, Mendoza, Argentina
Intense nose of red berry fruit mixed with sweet spice. The
palate is packed with ripe, concentrated fruit flavours with
notes of tobacco and black pepper. A long structured finish
with fine tannins. (C) 14.0% vol

THE CROSSINGS PINOT NOIR
2016/17, Marlborough, New Zealand
Finely poised aromas of red cherry, spice, raspberry and gentle
smokiness. The palate is vibrantly intense with a full, rich and
silky mouthful. (B) 13.5% vol

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO, ZONIN
2014/15, Veneto, Italy
Aromas of wild berries and cherries precede a classic dry and
smooth palate. A lighter style red, ideally suited to tomatobased Italian dishes. (B) 12.50% vol

£30

BOTTLE

SAINT JOSEPH, COLOMBO & FILLE
2015/16, Saint Joseph, Rhône, France
From hand-harvested Syrah, and the result is a wine with wonderful
richness and a dense full-bodied structure with blackberry, cherry
and clove notes. (D) 13.00% vol

NUITS-ST-GEORGES, LOUIS LATOUR
2014/15, Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France
Ripe cassis and black cherry fruit aromas. Classic earthy character
with long, elegant finish showing a rich vanilla flavour. (C) 13.50% vol

£50

£75

PORT
TAYLOR’S LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE PORT
One of the world’s greatest iconic wines representing a 300-year-old
tradition. Produced from rich, fruity wines from single harvest; tried
and tested Port wines are left to age for two winters in oak vats then
powerfully blended to create this smooth Late Bottled Vintage Port.
20% abv

£3.5

WINE LIST

ROSE
GOLDCOAST, PINOTAGE ROSE

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

£5.4

£6.4

£19

£7.4

£10

£29

2017/18, Western Cape, South Africa
Bright, attractive and friendly, packed with strawberries-andcream fruits. Its dry style and taut backbone lift the summer
berry flavours for a generous wine with individuality.
(2) 13.00% vol

SAND TROPEZ ROSE
2016/17, Côtes de Provence, South of France, France
This fantastic Provence rosé is pale pink with salmon coloured
highlights. Dry in style, fresh with notes of citrus and exotic fruit.
Refreshing and fruity on the palate and lovely smooth finish.
(1) 13.00% vol

SPARKLING
PROSECCO SPUMANTE CA’ VESCOVO 20CL, NV

125ML

20CL

BOTTLE

£7.9

£27

£9.5

£55

Cervignano del Friuli, Italy
Bright pale straw-yellow; a fine, clear mousse with a very
delicate perlage. Attractively intense, very fruity and aromatic,
with hints of wisteria flowers and Rennet apples. Very wellbalanced and appealing, with the extremely delicate almond
note that is typical of Glera. (2) 11.0% vol

CAMEL VALLEY BRUT
2014/15, Cornwall, England
Superb golden sparkler with elegant fizz and full, ripe flavours,
packed with elderflower and hedgerow notes, yet truly brut. (1)
12.50% vol

CAMEL VALLEY PINOT NOIR ROSE BRUT,

£60

2016/17, Cornwall, England
Lovely floral and delicate strawberry fruit nose that drives into a
brioche, fresh bread yeastiness supported by crisp acidity and a
finish of great finesse. (1) 12.5% vol, Vegetarian, Vegan

CHAMPAGNE
POL ROGER BRUT RESERVE, NV

£68

Champagne, France
On the nose, the Champagne is dominated by white flowers,
green apple, brioche and a trace of minerality. On the palate
there are notes of stone fruits, a certain nuttiness and a hint of
honey supPorting the freshness of the acidity. (1) 12.50% vol

POL ROGER CUVEE, SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL
2004, Champagne, France
On the palate the wine is full bodied, boasting a powerful,
rich structure, yet well-balanced with a refreshing acidity and
flavourful notes of citrus fruit. The finish shows a remarkable
length, with creamy notes of butter combined with rich fruitiness
of Mirabelle plum and tart, ripe pear. (1) 12.50% vol

£190

DRINKS LIST

SINGLE

PLYMOUTH FRUIT CUP

+ MIXER

£5

Plymouth Fruit Cup is a bold and refreshing fruit punch, produced
at England’s oldest working distillery. The new spirit drink taps into
Britain’s love-affair with the aperitif. The liquid is wonderfully rich,
fruity and refreshing. Served with seasonal sippers such as lemonade
or ginger beer and topped with plentiful fresh fruit and thyme.
30% abv

RUM
DEAD MAN’S FINGER | CORNWALL

£3.5

£4.5

£4.5

£5.5

A Caribbean-inspired rum established in Cornwall; blended with
spices which truly stirs the soul, warms the cockles and sets you up
for wherever the wind may take you. Think saffron cake, Pedro X
ice-cream, caramel and vanilla with subtle cinnamon, nutmeg and
orange. Feel blessed by this dreamy Summer combination. 37.5% abv

MOUNT GAY ECLIPSE | BARBADOS
A luxuriously complex rum established in Barbados (1703) and aged
in Kentucky oak barrels. Distinctive floral and fruity notes of apricot,
banana and hints of vanilla, Mount Gay Eclipse brings you true
Caribbean Summer sipping. 40% abv

BACARDI | CUBA
A classic style white rum with notes of vanilla and almond, the
most youthful of Bacardi’s offerings is aged in white oak barrels
and shaped through a blend of charcoals for it’s established and
distinctive flavour.

£3.5

£4.5

BRANDY
HENNESSEY V.S | FRANCE

£4

V.S for ‘Very Special’. The world’s most popular cognac; an expression of expertise and consistency aged to maturity in oak barrels and
loaded with wonderfully subtle vanilla, oak and nutty aromas.
40% abv

HENNESSY XO | FRANCE

£16

Composed of over 100 eaux-de-vie from the Grande and Petite
Champagne, Borderies and Fins ois crus; each and every drop of XO
is poised and rich. Relish the full-bodied texture with stunning caramel and toasted oak flavours coupled with plum and cocoa. 40% abv

SPIRITS
BAILEYS

£3

TIA MARIA

£3

DRAMBUIE

£3.5

COINTREAU

£3

GIN
Award-winning gins created on the Cornish coast, all served over ice with
200ml Fever-Tree Tonic - Mediterranean/Aromatic/Elderflower Tonic.

SINGLE

DOUBLE

£6.5

£10

£4

£5

TARQUIN’S DRY | CORNWALL
Distilled with 12 hand-selected botanicals from both local and exotic
locations around the world including fresh citrus peel, hand-picked
violets, angelica root and green cardamom; crafting an awardwinning flagship gin that’s bursting with Cornish sunshine. Served
with red grapefruit & fresh thyme. 42% abv

TARQUIN’S SEA DOG | CORNWALL
Bottled at 57% volume, the strength at which gunpowder would
still ignite if it was accidentally soaked in gin during battle and the
strength historically drank by the Royal Navy. Crafted in Cornwall
and inspired by the wild Atlantic Ocean alongside ten traditional
botanicals, fragrant handpicked violets and fresh orange zest creates
an aromatic experience like no other.
Served with orange & fresh rosemary. 57% abv

TARQUIN’S RHUBARB & RASPBERRY | CORNWALL
Cornish R&R. With 14 hand-selected botanicals and a beautiful blush,
this Rhubarb and Raspberry Gin brings a little piece of the idyllic
Cornish coast directly to you.
Served with raspberry & fresh mint. 38% abv

TARQUIN’S STRAWBERRY & LIME | CORNWALL
Flagship Tarquin’s Cornish Gin distilled in small batches with the
addition of extra fresh lime zest; lovingly infused with the sweetest
strawberries in season to create the perfect summer partnership.
Served with strawberry & fresh mint. 38% abv

TARQUIN’S BLACKBERRY & HONEY | CORNWALL

British Blackberries, Cornish honey from Polzeath bee centre. Bottles
at 38% abv- our closest gin to a sloe gin. Amazing in prosecco with
mint. Great with Sicilian lemonade or ginger beer, lemon and thyme.

SALCOMBE GIN | DEVON
Distilled to the exacting one-shot London Dry method, this classic
citrus-led gin is elegantly smooth, distinct and complex yet
extremely versatile. 44% abv

HOLLY’S | CORNWALL
A small batch home gin distilled in Holly’s home town of Cornwall.
A fresh and vibrant gin with 9 botanicals, including Passion Flower,
Gentian Root and Orange. 42% abv

VODKA
THREE-SIXTY VODKA | GERMANY
Quadruple distilled from 100% wheat; Three-Sixty Vodka is filtered
using a patented diamond dust filter; removing more impurities than
the rock form of precious gems and metals. The result? An
exceptionally smooth vodka you’d have to try to believe.
37.5% abv

WHISKEY
SINGLE

JAMESONS | IRELAND

£4

Triple distilled for its signature smoothness, the Emerald Isle has
become synonymous with this Jameson original. Aged in oak casks
for a minimum of 4 years, this Irish jewel delivers a harmony of
spiced nutty and vanilla notes with hints of sweet sherry. 40% abv

£4

JACK DANIELS | USA
We believe the charcoal mellowed Tennessee Whiskey has its
place on almost every menu. Jack Daniels has been making Old
No.7 the same way for 100 years maturing this treasured recipe in
handcrafted barrels of their own making. Tasting notes include sweet
maple and Old No.7’s time-honored oaky flavour. 40% abv

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR OLD | SCOTLAND

£4.5

The signature malt, renowned worldwide and steeped in heritage.
Crafted against a background of 150 years; this Scotch is light,
slightly floral and mineralic with hints of orchard fruit and honey. A
classic Seyside from Glenfiddich and a benchmark of consistency.
40% abv

GLENFIDDICH 18 YEAR OLD | SCOTLAND

£9

Acclaimed in the industry; Glenfiddich 18 Year Old is patiently
matured in the Oloroso sherry and bourbon casks before being
married in small batches to create an extraordinarily smooth, rich
and mellow single malt. Luxurious dried fruit, candy peel and date
flavours overlaid with an elegant oak finish. 40% abv

DRAUGHT

POT

SCHOONER

PERONI

£2.25

£4.5

CORNISH ORCHARDS CIDER

£1.9

£3.8

BIG WAVE

£2.25

£4.5

The Italian classic. 5.1% abv

Immensely refreshing cider with a light, champagne sparkle. Fruity
apple tones and a long, dry finish. A creative blend of bittersweet and
dessert apples with body and crispness. 5% abv

This pale golden ale which drinks like a lager and has a tropical aroma
of mango and lychee on top of light bready notes from the American
malt. 4.4% abv

BOTTLES
JUBEL | CORNWALL

£4

Born in the Alps and inspired by ski bars local beer tradition, Jubel
beer is naturally infused for a cleanly hopped, well balanced lager.
The beer is vegan friendly and gluten free and contains less sugar
than a G&T. Peach / Elderflower. 4% abv

TRIBUTE | CORNWALL
The South West’s favourite ale; light, hoppy and zest, brewed with
specially grown Cornish malt. Pairs spectacularly with chicken,
gammon or seafood.

CORNISH ORCHARDS HEDGEROW CIDER | CORNWALL

£5

£5

Made with the juiciest of dessert apples, blended with dark fruits,
Cornish Orchards Hedgerow boasts deep blackberries coupled with
refreshing sloe berries. With a sweet and fruity finish, enjoy chilled
in the summer sunshine or alternative as an autumn or winter wind
down. 4% abv

CORNISH ORCHARDS PEAR | CORNWALL

£5

A refreshing, delicate, medium-dry cider with a lovely soft sparkle.
Gentle pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish; created from
beautiful English Conference pears. A fabulous alternative to white
wine. 5% abv

CORONA | MEXICO

£4.5

For days when the sun is out and the waves are plentiful. Brewed and
bottled in Mexico since 1925. A light, easy-drinking and refreshing
beer. Simple. 4.5% abv

SAN MIGUEL 0.0 | PHILLIPPINES

£3.8

Bursting with the richness of finely roasted barley malts, San Miguel
0,0 delivers a smooth, balanced flavour that fades into a pleasantly
bitter aftertaste. 0% abv

SAN MIGUEL GF | ITALY
San Miguel Gluten Free is a 5.4% ABV gluten free pilsner style lager
imported from Spain, perfect for coeliacs and those choosing to live
a healthier lifestyle.

KONA HANALEI IPA | HAWAII
IPA is a hoppy session pale ale made with three ingredients
indigenous to Hawaii where it is brewed. As well as juicy American
hops, the brewers have added orange, passion fruit and guava
to amp up the zesty fruitiness and add just a hint of
tang. It’s a unique, beautiful and incredibly
drinkable beer. 4.5% ABV

KONA LONGBOARD ISLAND LAGER | HAWAII
Longboard Island Lager is a smooth, refreshing
lager fermented and “lagered” or aged for five weeks
at cold temperatures to yield its exceptionally
smooth flavour. A delicate, slightly spicy hop aroma
complements the malty body of this beer. As they
say back home in Hawaii - this beer is liquid Aloha! ABV - 4.6%

£4.8

£5.5

£5.5

SOFT DRINKS
HEALEYS ELDERFLOWER PRESSE | CORNWALL

£3

Delicate floral notes infused with a little fresh lemon. A balanced and refreshing
Summer drink.

HEALEYS AVALADE

£3

Made simply from 90% freshly pressed apples and 10% sparkling water. No
added sugar, artificial colours or flavourings, with every drop made and bottled
at the Farm in Cornwall.

FENTIMANS CURIOSITY COLA
“The World’s Best Cola” - (The Guardian). A curiously invigorating recreation
inspired by traditional colas. Gluten free, vegan friendly and botanically brewed
using craft infusions of the finest natural herbal ingredients.

£2.95

FENTIMANS ORIGINAL VICTORIAN LEMONADE

£2.95

With the juice of one and a half lemons in every bottle for real refreshment, this
cloudy Victorian lemonade takes some beating.

£2.95

FENTIMANS ROSE LEMONADE
Made with pure Rose oil from the world-famous Rose Valley in Kazanlak,
Bulgaria and the juice of real lemons. Delivers a beautifully refreshing drink
with a unique aroma.

COKE/DIET COKE/LEMONADE

£2.6

SCHWEPPES GINGER BEER

£2.5

FEVER TREE TONIC WATER
Original/Slimline/Aromatic/Mediterranean/Elderflower/Ginger Ale

FROBISHERS JUICE

£2

£2.95

Apple/Orange/Pineapple/Cranberry/Pink Grapefruit

COASTAL SPRING MINERAL WATER

£1.5/3

Still/Sparkling. Small (250ml) or Large (750ml)

HOT DRINKS
CAPPUCINO

£3.2

ICED LATTE

£3.2

LATTE

£3.2

HOT CHOCOLATE

£3

FLAT WHITE

£3.2

ENGLISH TEA

£2

AMERICANO

£2.2

HERBAL TEA

£2.2

(Decaf available)

Peppermint / chamomile /
earl grey / berry infusion /
green tea

ESPRESSO

£2

MACCHIATO

£2.4

ALTERNATIVE MILK

£0.5

MOCHA

£3.5

SYRUP

£0.5

